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To be To be ““thethe””

Workplace of ChoiceWorkplace of Choice

�Our Hospitals are committed to 

a safe, healthy and respectful 

workplace
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Occupational Health and Occupational Health and 

Safety Act (OHSA) Safety Act (OHSA) 

The OHSA is a set of laws that spells out the

duties of employers, supervisors and the rights

and duties of workers.
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Supervisor Supervisor 
� A supervisor is defined under OHSA, as a person who has 

charge of a workplace or authority over a worker (formally 

or informally).  

**This includes the following roles/responsibilities: Charge 

Nurse, CRL, Lead Hand, PCC, Managers, Supervisor. 

� Under the OHSA, every supervisor is also considered to be 

a worker, and has the same workplace duties and rights as 

a worker.  

� The OHSA also gives you specific duties related to your 

role as a Supervisor. 
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Duties of the EmployerDuties of the Employer

� 1. Make sure workers know about hazards and dangers in the 

workplace and how to work safely. 

� 2. Make sure every supervisor knows how to take care of health and 

safety on the job.

� 3. Create health and safety policies and procedures for the 

workplace.

� 4. Make sure everyone knows and follows health and safety 

procedures.

� 5. Make sure workers wear and use the right protective equipment

� 6. Do everything reasonable to keep workers from getting hurt or 

sick on the job. 
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Duties of the SupervisorDuties of the Supervisor

� 1. Tell workers about hazards and dangers in the 

workplace and show them how to work safely.

� 2. Make sure workers follow the law and follow 

workplace health and safety policies and procedures.

� 3. Make sure workers wear and use protective 

equipment.

� 4. Do everything reasonable to keep workers from 

getting hurt or sick on the job. 

� 5. Respond to workers concerns.
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Duties of the WorkerDuties of the Worker

((Workers are people who perform work or supply Workers are people who perform work or supply 

services for monetary compensation) services for monetary compensation) 

� 1. Workers must follow the law (OHSA) and 

the workplace health and safety policies and 

procedures. 

� 2. Always wear or use the protective equipment 

that the employer requires.

� 3. Work and act in a way that won’t hurt 

themselves or any other worker.

� 4. Report any hazard they find in the workplace 

to their supervisor. 
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Rights of the Worker Rights of the Worker 

�Workers have the right to be told about hazards 

in the work that is done and to be instructed on 

how to do the work, safely.

�Workers have the right to participate & should 

speak up and ask questions if they are unsure.

�Workers cannot be punished in any way for 

doing what the OHSA says or expects  

�Workers have the right to refuse to do unsafe 

work
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Right to Refuse Unsafe WorkRight to Refuse Unsafe Work

� Workers have the right to refuse work if they have reason 

to believe it’s dangerous.

� In these circumstances, please contact your Manager or 

V.P. and your Joint Occupational Health and Safety 

Committee (JOHSC) representative to help solve the 

problem.  

� If the problem isn’t resolved, the Ministry of Labour 

should be contacted.  

� Some workers such as nurses, police and firefighters 

cannot refuse work if the danger would put someone else 

in danger or is a normal part of the job. 
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Joint Occupational Health & Joint Occupational Health & 

Safety Committees (JOHSC)Safety Committees (JOHSC)

� Our JOHSC must have at least four members, and at least half of the 

members must be worker representatives. 

� JOHSC members routinely inspect the workplace and information is

brought back to JOHSC to make any recommendations to the 

employer to improve health and safety. 

� Staff should speak to their  Supervisor  first, to resolve concerns.

� The names of your JOHSC members are posted on the Health and 

Safety bulletin boards at each hospital site, located near the cafeteria, 

along with minutes of the meetings. 
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Workers Rights to ParticipateWorkers Rights to Participate

� As a Supervisor, it is expected that you 

support the Worker’s right to participate in 

all health & safety activities. 

� Ensuring Committee Members get to their  

JOHSC meetings, even if that means 

staffing a replacement.

� Putting Health and Safety on every staff 

meeting agenda 
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Safety Culture Safety Culture 

� Safety First!  Encourage everyone not to take shortcuts

� ENCOURAGE STAFF TO ASK for HELP !

� All staff meetings will provide opportunity to review 

safety issues and make improvements 

� No such thing as a “silly” question, that question might 

save a life or save someone from a lifetime of pain 
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Safety CultureSafety Culture

Before staff start their shift,  encourage them to do a

Safety review and ask themselves some questions:

– Is my equipment  in good working order? 

– Do I have the proper PPE?

– Is there anything I can slip on or trip over?

– Do I need to get help to lift and move this patient?

– Do I know how to do this task, safely? 



Every Job has Hazards Every Job has Hazards 

� A hazard is anything in the workplace that could hurt you 

or the people you work with.  Every job has hazards, no 

matter how safe it looks.  

� Studies show that new and young workers are  four times 

more likely to get hurt during their first month on the job 

than at any other time. 

� As the Supervisor, you must know about the hazards in 

your workplace, so that you can identify ways to keep your 

staff safe from hazards,  prevent violence and train your 

staff,  accordingly.   14



Common Workplace HazardsCommon Workplace Hazards

� Repeating the same movements over and over

� Slipping, tripping or falling

� Working near moving equipment or wires

� Using machinery

� Workplace violence

� Less visible hazards such as chemicals, bacteria & 

viruses

� Client and material handling – Musculoskeletal 

Injuries
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R.A.C.E.R.A.C.E.

� R.A.C.E. is a commonly used process for 

dealing with hazards. 

� R – Recognize potential hazards

� A – Assess the hazard how badly could someone get hurt

� C – Control the hazards - try to remove

� E – Evaluate – Look for ways to improve
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Know the Risks and Plan Know the Risks and Plan 

� Supervisors must plan and organize the work so 

that it can be done, safely.  

� Eliminate or control hazards

� Have appropriate breaks in routine and repetitive 

tasks to avoid strains and injuries.

� Conduct risk assessments to prevent violence

� Assess risk, by working with staff directly & 

watching how work is performed. 
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Protection from Hazards Protection from Hazards 

� Eliminate the hazard i.e. toxic chemical to non 

toxic alternative  

� Reduce how long or how often you have to come 

in contact with a hazard  - take breaks from 

repetitive tasks

� Ensure everyone wears or use your personal 

protective equipment (PPE) – if the duties or patient 

that is presenting with symptoms  requires that you mask, 

gown and wear goggles or face shield then wear them. 
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Protection from Hazards Protection from Hazards 

� Keep safety guards on all equipment and 

learn how to use equipment properly

� Every worker must have information and 

training about chemicals or hazardous 

materials in the workplace, under the 

Workplace Hazardous Materials 

Information System (WHMIS).  WHMIS 

training is currently provided, annually. 
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Protection from Hazards Protection from Hazards 

Training Training 
� Workers have the right to know about workplace 

hazards.  As a Supervisor, it is your job to know 

the regulations and where required by the OHSA, 

provide written instructions and training to keep 

everyone safe.  

� For example, the law says workers have to receive 

information and training on the chemicals that are 

used, stored or handled at work.  You must also 

demonstrate “proof” that training has been 

conducted 
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Performance ManagementPerformance Management

� Stop someone from performing a task, 

unsafely

� Insist that staff wear their PPE

� Correct someone when they are not 

following a safety policy or procedure

� Communicate your expectations and follow 

through with any necessary consequences
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What if Someone gets hurt ?What if Someone gets hurt ?

� Ensure workers receive any necessary medical attention 

� Employee must complete an Employee Incident Report,  ASAP and it

needs to be forwarded immediately to Occupational Health Nurse 

(OCN).   If medical attention has been required,  OCN will complete a 

form 7 and notify WSIB. 

� If the incident is related to workplace violence, please complete a 

Violence in the Workplace form, located on the Intranet.

� Notify your Manager  or Occupational Health Nurse,  asap, as other 

steps may be required. i.e. Critical injuries are reported to the Ministry 

of Labour. 
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Investigate IncidentsInvestigate Incidents

and Near Misses and Near Misses 

� As a Supervisor, you must be responsive to 

all health and safety concerns, especially to 

prevent any future incidents. 

� Conduct a comprehensive investigation to 

determine the “root cause”. Engage the 

persons involved in the incident and any 

other individual who may be helpful in 

making any improvements. 
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Resources Resources 

� Occupational Health Nurse 

� Policies and Procedures – Intranet (i.e. Minimal Lift)

� Health and Safety Bulletin Board near the cafeterias at 

each hospital have copies of :

– Occupational Health and Safety Act

– Health and Safety Policy

– Violence & Harassment Prevention Policy

– Names of JOHSC Members

� Emergency Plans are located on the Intranet 

� Ministry of Labour 1-877-202-0008

� www.ontario.ca/healthandsafetyatwork 24



Model the Way & Stay SafeModel the Way & Stay Safe

Thank You 
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